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Abstract

Introduction: The Butterfly Method was developed as there was 
no objective kinematic assessment and treatment method available 
at the time to address deficient movement sense in the cervical 
spine in clinical practice.Recently, two different methods have been 
introduced using a laser pointer mounted on the head and Virtual 
Reality (VR) glasses.

Purpose: To describe how incrementally more difficult closed-
loop movement patterns were designed and created, based on 
features in motor control and learning. This is necessary to demon-
strate that the outcome measures are logically, as well as theoreti-
cally, connected to the construct (content validity). To outline the 
assessment of the adequacy of the measures, which requires that 
three essential components to be established: unidimensionality, 
reliability and validity (construct validity).

Implications: Two studies, using the Butterfly Test, examined 
two different trajectories of Whiplash-Associated Disorders (WAD) 
grades I-II, one with mild pain and disability, and the other with 
moderate pain and disability. The results showed that there was a 
greater overlap between WAD and an asymptomatic group in the 
mild pain and disability trajectory, compared with the moderate 
pain and disability trajectory. The unidimensionality, reliability and 
discriminant validity of Butterfly Test has been established. The But-
terfly Method is fast and easy to use and fits well into busy clinical 
practices. The outcome report is generated immediately after the 
test is finished. Patients can train in the Butterfly Exercise Program, 
while clinicians attend other tasks or train at home or at the office, 
as the exercise program is available through the Internet. 
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Introduction

Patients with chronic Neck Pain (NP), especially those with 
Whiplash-Associated Disorders (WADs), are difficult cases in 
which the functional joint stability may be compromised by di-
rect damage to the mechanoreceptors and their axons because 
they have lower tensile strength than the surrounding collagen 
fibres [43,51]. This may lead to effects similar to those of “de-
afferentation.” [12] Chemical changes, brought about by isch-
emic or inflammatory events, may affect the sensitivity of the 
receptors [29,75] as well as reflex joint inhibition of the muscle 
spindles [42,81]. Pain [26], maladaptive neural plasticity [9,36] 

and brain alternations [15,26] have been identified as an impor-
tant source for deficient motor control of the neck. Altered joint 
biomechanics, irrespective of the reasons, also causes different 
mechanoreceptors to fire too late or too early, too little or too 
much [13,71]. Patients who are affected by these conditions 
are unlikely to respond to conventional physical therapy ap-
proaches alone [35]. The consequent faulty recruitment muscle 
patterns result in the underestimation or overestimation of the 
movement situation, making the soft tissue liable to repeated 
microtrauma [7,24,25]. This may cause uncertainty for the per-
son and increased muscular guarding [7,8]. This is thought to be 
an important factor in the maintenance, recurrence or progres-
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sion of local and referred symptoms [17,25,38,39,71]. Identify-
ing and resolving deficient cervical proprioception is therefore 
thought to be an important key in preventing ongoing symp-
toms [33,60].

Movement Sense

Deficient cervical movement sense has been researched to a 
much lesser extent than cervical position sense. A few system-
atic reviews have been conducted on Joint Position Sense Error 
(JPSE) with no uniform conclusions [18,19,41]. Higher (worse) 
score on JPSE test has been found in NP compared to controls 
and WAD versus controls [18,41]. Whether patients with WAD 
score higher than non-traumatic remain inconclusive [18]. Re-
cently, two different methods have been introduced to test and 
treat deficient cervical movement sense in clinical practice, us-
ing a laser pointer mounted on the head and Virtual Reality (VR) 
glasses. In the laser beam method, the patient is required to 
trace a Zig-Zag (ZZ) pattern and a figure of eight (F8) pattern 
on the wall [21,61,80]. The task was to follow the target line 
(1mm,) as accurate as possible at a self-chosen speed with con-
trolled head movements. The examiner determines visually the 
number of errors and time taken to perform the task or the per-
formance was video-recorded for later automated image analy-
sis for the extraction of outcome measures of the performance 
[21,61,74,80]. The VR method has three test modules. In the 
accuracy module, a moving yellow target is presented on a ver-
tical or horizontal line, at a constant velocity of 10°/sec [62]. The 
participant is required to maintain the pilot’s head (the curser) 
on the moving target as closely as possible by tracing vertical/
horizontal lines [63]. Research comparing the laser beam meth-
od (low tech) and the accuracy module in the VR system (high 
tech) concluded that both tools differentiated individuals with 
NP from controls with similar sensitivity and specificity, with 
some advantage to the VR [64].

The Butterfly Method

An important function of the proprioceptive system in 
neuromuscular control is to correct movement on a moment-
to-moment basis [23]. This is especially so when non-learned 
complex movements are performed [6,50]. Therefore, “the 
Fly” was developed tracing slow, unpredictable movement pat-
terns of short duration according to different theories about 
motor control, such as reflex, hierarchical, and system theo-
ries [5,14,40,46,48]. The test results indicated that the test 
was valid and capable of discriminating the accuracy of neck 
movements in women with WAD from asymptomatic women 
[32,49]. The main drawback of the original Fly Test was that 
no attempt was made to generate incrementally difficult sets 
of movement patterns to precisely grade the level of impair-
ment for each individual. In order to increase the diagnostic 
utility of the test, further development was necessary, as were 
further studies on reliability and validity of the test. This was 
accomplished through a PhD project [54] and publications of 
articles [34,52,53,55]. A systematic review focusing on measur-
ing methods and their clinimetric characteristics concluded that 
only thedynamic method The Fly appears to be morereliable 
than the JPSE test and is able to discriminate between different 
patient populations i.e., post-traumatic and non-traumatic neck 
pain [47]. Later, the name was changed to Butterfly Method as 
some found the Fly moving on the screen to be disgusting.

The Butterfly Method is essentially a computerized clinical 
assessment and treatment method for deficits of movement 
control in the cervical spine. The method consists of a software 

suite in conjunction with an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 
sensor. The sensor is placed on the subject’s head with a head-
gear to capture the 3D angles of the head and neck movements. 
A cursor appears on the screen, which indicates the position 
of the subject’s head, then the target (red dot) appears on the 
screen and starts to move. The subject is required to trace the 
target with the cursor (UMI sensor) upon the head as accurately 
as possible. The patterns of the cursor and target were repre-
sented in a 2D coordinate system. The patterns are defined in 
a standardized 100 x 100 coordinate system which is then nor-
malized so it is independent of the resolution of the computer 
monitor used to display them.

The Butterfly Test 

The target on the screen traces easy, medium and difficult 
unpredictable movement patterns, each of which are repeated 
three times in random order. The instruction to the patient is 
“do your best”. To familiarize the patient with the test proce-
dure, one pre-test movement pattern is traced once. The But-
terfly Test, measures the patient´s ability to correct cervical 
spine movements in real–time. The software program process-
es the data for 2D analysis of cervical spine movements. The 
results are downloaded into a report. The following three out-
come measures are calculated, each of which represent three 
different percepts of proprioception. Amplitude Accuracy (AA) 
is indicated by mean deviations of movements in millimetres ±2 
SD and represents how far in total the subject was away from 
the target. Directional Accuracy (DA), or time on target (ToT), 
undershoots (U) versus overshoots (O) are each indicated as a 
percentage (%) ±2 SD of the total time used to perform the trial. 
Jerk Index (JI) calculates the smoothness of movement by a unit 
less index from 0-5.

Figure 1: Test patterns (hidden) in the Butterfly Test. From left to 
right, Easy – Medium – Difficult. The duration is 25, 40, 50 seconds, 
respectively.

The Butterfly Exercise Program 

The treatment part of the Butterfly Method isessentially a 
new computer-generated exercise program, designed to im-
prove coordination of cervical spine movements. The patient 
is asked to trace incremental difficult movement patterns. For 
that purpose, the exercise program contains three classes of 
movement patterns: easy, medium, and difficult.

One or more of the following variables can be chosen as an 
extra option to make an exercise trial easier or more difficult 
within each class: The size of the pattern (5 sizes); The veloc-
ity (5 velocities); Target size (3); quadrant (4) i.e., the pattern 
can be moved on the screen to the one quarter of movement 
in which the patient has most deficient movement sense. For 
those who are most severely affected, the patterns can be 
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made predictable, in the start of a treatment. When the patient 
clicks the "Get Patterns" button, 9 exercise patterns within the 
same class are displayed in random order on the screen, which 
make up one treatment session.

Feedback during and after an exercise trial is an essential 
part of the Butterfly Exercise Program. The following feedback 
is given:

Results of performance: The patient is given constant feed-
back while performing the exercise trial. The cursor changes 
colour according to how close or far the cursor is in relation to 
the tracing dot: when the dot and the cursor are in close ap-
proximation the cursor is green; when the cursor is behind or 
ahead of the dot, the cursor is yellow or red respectively. This 
feedback indicates the directional accuracy of the cervical spine 
movements.

Results of outcome: The results of outcome on completion 
of the test are shown in two ways for the patient: Firstly, by 
displaying a column, which indicates in percentages a) the time 
on target, b) the time behind target or undershoots, and c) the 
time ahead of target or overshoots (Figure 5). Secondly, the tra-
jectory of the dot pattern and the pattern traced by the patient 
is displayed graphically after the exercise trial is finished to visu-
ally express the patient’s amplitude accuracy (Figure 3). 

After one or two weeks with daily or every other day, 5-15 
minutes of training, re-assessment is performed, which will de-
cide whether the patient can start on a more difficult stage in 
the exercise program.Clinicians have to rely on their own rea-
soning skills when to decide to use the Butterfly Method. It is 
not recommended for patients complaining about severe dizzi-
ness or vertigo and severe visual disturbances as well as nausea. 
In more severe cases, it is recommended to adjust the exercise 
program by using small amplitude, low velocity, bigger target, 
and predictable movement pattern, preferably in the easy class. 
The set-up is shown in (Figure 2).

 

Figure 2: Set-Up. The centre of the monitor was placed at eye level 
and the subject sat 100 cm away from the monitor. 

How was the Butterfly Method Designed?

Almost infinite patterns can be generated at each class: 
easy – medium – difficult in the Pattern Generation Software 
Program according to theories and principles in motor control 
and learning (Patent N0:US 9,757,055B2: Method for accurate 
assessment and graded training of sensorimotor functions). 
How the patterns were generated will be presented here. The 
boundaries between each of the three classes of patterns were 
composed of different relationships between number and acu-
ity of the bends, the shape and length of the patterns, veloc-
ity and relationship between acceleration-deceleration [54]. All 

normal human movements are performed rhythmically with 
certain number of beats [67]. For the freely moving cervical 
spine the number of movement segments resembles the gram-
mar of conducting an orchestra with certain number of beats 
[59]. Therefore, 3 – 4 – 6 beats for the easy, medium and dif-
ficult patterns, were implemented, respectively. The length of 
the patterns is therefore progressively increased (Figure 1). The 
velocity of the Butterfly is slow but subject to changes through-
out each pattern. On the straighter parts, acceleration-decel-
eration is induced in a random order. The velocity in the bends 
obeys the 2/3 Power Law [16,30,37,77,78]. Basically the robust 
2/3 Power Law states that the instantaneous velocity is lower in 
the more curved parts than in less curved parts of the bends. 
Most importantly, subjects cannot track a target motion accu-
rately when it deviates from the 2/3 Power Law [22].

What is the Main Motor Control Features? 

Aiming movements are composed of an initial impulse phase 
(feed-forward) and a current (feedback) control phase [20]. The 
initial impulse is hypothesized to be under central control and 
designed to bring the head into the vicinity of the target [20]. 
Once in the region of the target, the head-neck comes under 
feedback-based control. In this second “homing” phase, visual 
information about the relative positions of the head and tar-
get is used to make any adjustments to the movement pattern, 
necessary to bring the head to rest on the target [20,65,66,79]. 
These adjustments can take the form of corrections (submove-
ments) such as discrete antagonist activity during deceleration 
or graded modulation of the muscular forces used to propel 
and/or brake the movement assisted by inertia in slow move-
ments [10]. After the initial impulse phase, asymptomatic sub-
jects tend to stop short of target i.e., undershoot [20]. Therefore 
a cone-shaped "free zone" was created in the Butterfly software 
around the target with the tail directed towards undershoots. 
The subject is deemed to be on target once within the "free 
zone".

An irregular and unfamiliar movement pattern is less pre-
dictable (pre-programmed and hidden in the software) and in-
creases the difficulty of following the pattern accurately [20]. 
One strategy researchers have used to dissociate prior planning 
processes from on-line (feedback) control has been to unex-
pectedly change the movement requirements (acceleration-
deceleration – different acuity in the bends), forcing the system 
to adjust to new requirements [82]. By introducing unexpected 
changes, any positive feedforward contribution to head-neck 
control can be eliminated in an attempt to examine the limits of 
the corrective (feedback) process [20,82].

The excursion of the pattern must not be too large to prop-
erly stimulate the mechanoreceptors that give rise to proprio-
ception [58]. According to the ensemble coding theory, which 
holds that the sensory information created by all the mechano-
receptors that are active during a specific motor control perfor-
mance is transmitted to the CNS in population codes [69]. This 
implies that ascribing a specific mechanoreceptor function to a 
particular motor control function is not relevant [69]. Research 
indicates that the muscle spindle afferents play the first violin 
in this ensemble but that other mechanoreceptors act to fine 
tune the afferent muscle spindle information by their reflex ef-
fects on the γ-motoneurones [4,69]. It seems that attenuation 
of muscular sense is most evident during large, rapid move-
ments but in tasks requiring fine manipulation involving small, 
slow movements, muscular sense probably remains closer to 
static control levels [14].
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When the shape of the pattern has bends of various degree 
it demands more precision in the tracking movement. Depend-
ing on the level of the curvature (acuity), undershoots or over-
shoots tend to take place when the direction of movement is 
reversed [20]. The strategy to undershoot the target with the 
initial impulse makes sense because it is more economical, in 
the terms of energy and time, to correct a movement that falls 
short of the target than to correct an overshoot [20]. From a 
processing point of view, the reversal in direction required by 
a target overshoot entails a change in the role of the muscles 
driving the movement; that is, the agonist muscles for the ini-
tial impulse become the antagonist muscles for the reversal and 
vice versa [20]. In this context, reversal movements have been 
shown to be more attention and energy demanding than ex-
tensions to an ongoing movement made in the same direction 
(undershoots) [79].

When accuracy in following a moving target is demanded 
it has been shown that more time is used in the deceleration 
phase [1]. Similarly, when more precision is demanded, the 
resulting movements are characterized by disproportionally 
larger deceleration than acceleration phases and by slower 
movement [2,3]. It has been suggested that this strategy may 
allow feedback information concerning endpoint accuracy to 
be monitored and used for adjustments of movements in order 
to optimize their accuracy [1]. In accordance, adding variable 
speed into the pattern, that would require deceleration – slow-
ing down phase, can be used to increase the difficulty of the 
task. In the software the patterns are “closed” and time limited, 
therefore a less time is available for the deceleration phase, 
thus increasing the difficulty [28].

 

Figure 3: Example of the Amplitude Accuracy performances in the 
Butterfly Test for two single subjects. CE = constant error. A blue 
colour represents the path traced by the patient and a red colour 
represents the pattern traced by the dot.

Features of the Three Outcome Measures

Amplitude Accuracy (AA)

(Figure 3) shows an example of individual AA performances.

(Figure 4) shows that the patients with WAD, grade I-II, per-
formed consistently worse for AA than the asymptomatic group 
in certain regions of the test patterns. Regions of interest (RoI) 
were identified. 

 

Figure 4: Distance between the cursor and the target in Amplitude 
Accuracy, as a function of time for all subjects and all patterns. Re-
gions of Interest (RoI) have been defined for each pattern.

Directional Accuracy (DA) (Time on Target – Undershoots – 
Overshoots)

The best performance in the DA parameter is to spend as 
much time as possible on the target i.e., the Time-on Target 
(ToT) variable. Figure 5 shows the proportion of time spend on 
the target, behind the target or undershoots and ahead of tar-
get or overshoots. The ToT variable is most often used as an 
indicator when to change the difficulty level in the Butterfly 
Exercise Program. When ToT reaches 50% or more of the total 
time used to perform a trial, the exercise program can be made 
more difficult by using the variables within each level of difficul-
ty. Overshoots are the worst outcome in DA as explained earlier. 

 

Figure 5: The column shows in percentage (%) the total time used 
to perform the trial for each measure within directional accuracy: 
time on target (green colour); undershoots (yellow colour); over-
shoots (red colour).
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Figure 6: Velocity distribution on the patterns. Blue colours indicate 
slow velocities, yellow coloursindicate intermediate velocity, and 
red colours indicate high velocities.

(Figure 6) shows that the velocity distribution is in line with 
the motor control features about deceleration – acceleration, 
as the velocity is higher, but variable, in the straighter parts and 
slower, but variable, in the bends. The easy pattern (3 beats) 
shows the most uniform velocity, as the bends are wider, where-
as the difficult pattern has a wide range of velocities. For the 
difficult pattern (6 beats) it can be seen how the target moves 
faster on the straighter segments and decelerates when reach-
ing the bends. Mean angular velocity of the head as a function 
of time is 1.8°/s for the easy pattern, 2.32°/sec for the me-
dium pattern and 3.67°/sec for the difficult pattern. Research 
indicates that when participants move their heads faster than 
2.1°/s, cervical input decreases and vestibular input increases 
[31]. Thus, the faster the head moves, the more vestibular af-
ferention rather than cervical afferention is induced [45].

Jerk Index

Jerk, i.e. smoothness of movement, was calculated and rep-
resented by an index (JI) normalized by the smoothness of the 
path of the dot itself. This was done by calculating the third de-
rivative of the two-dimensional position data x(t) and y(t) and 
integrating the quadratic sum over time, using the equation 
based on the works of [73] Teulings et al., The baseline measure 
for the unitless Jerk Index, is 2.0, which was decided by measur-
ing a group of asymptomatic soccer players.

Three Different Pain and Disability Trajectories in Wad

The Neck Disability Index (NDI) has been found to have dif-
ferent trajectories: 0-8% is no pain and disability. 10-28% is mild 
pain and disability (45%) – 30-48% is moderate pain and dis-
ability (39%) – 50-68% is severe pain and disability (16%) – > 
70% is complete disability.70,76The numbers in parentheses are 
suggested percentage of the whole WAD population [70].

Mild Pain and Disability Trajectory

The Butterfly Test has been used to measure cervical move-
ment sense in a group of WAD, grades I-II, (n=22) compared 
with asymptomatic subjects (n=42) (unpublished data). (Figure 
7) shows the distribution of the measurements for AA for both 
groups and the three patterns. The WAD group shows a skewed 
distribution towards the higher values of the AA, whereas there 
exists a region in which the results overlap between the groups. 
By looking at the patient group, it was seen that some patients 
with mild WAD, grades I-II, manage to score in the Butterfly Test 
that is partial within the asymptomatic range. The AA results for 
the asymptomatic group are in the range with the findings of 
Oddsdottir et al [53].

Figure 7: Boxplot distributions for Amplitude Accuracy between 
groups and patterns. AS: Asymptomatic. WAD: Whiplash Associ-
ated Disorders.

Moderate Pain and Disability Trajectory

The Butterfly Test (Fly Test) has been found to be reliable and 
valid method for a group of chronic WAD grade I-II, with moder-
ate pain and disability. The study compared an asymptomatic 
group (n=18) with a group of chronic non-traumatic neck pain 
(n=18) and chronic WAD, grade I-II (n=18) [34]. Comparing the 
asymptomatic group and the chronic WAD group, grades I-II, 
could distinguish between the two groups by Receiver Operat-
ing Characteristic (ROC) curve (Figure 8). The Area Under the 
Curve (AUC) for easy, medium, and difficult patterns was 0.81, 
0.85, and 0.85, respectively, for AA and 0.79, 0.84, and 0.85, 
respectively, for ToT. Table 1 shows the sensitivity and specificity 
with 95% confidence interval (CI) [54].

 
Figure 8: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for am-
plitude accuracy (AA) on the left and time-on-target (ToT) on the 
right, revealing how well the parameters can distinguish between 
the two groups, WAD and asymptomatic control.

Table 1: Sensitivity-specificity (95% CI) – ROC-Curves.

AA AS vs. WAD

Sensitivity 89.7% (76.4–95.9)

Specificity 72.4% (61–81.6)

Positive Predictive Value 0.648 (0.51–0.76)

Negative Predictive Value 0,926 (0.82–0.97)

Likelihood Ratio + 3.259 (2.19–4.85)

Likelihood Ratio - 0.142 (0.01–0.36)

DA ToT AS vs WAD

Sensitivity 74% (61–83.4)

Specificity 76.4% (63.2–86)

Positive Predictive Value 0.778 (0.65–0.87)

Negative Predictive Value 0.722 (0.59–0.82)

Likelihood Ratio + 3.132 (1.86–5.26)

Likelihood Ratio - 0.344 (0.22–0.54)
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Severe Pain and Disability Trajectory

No group comparison exists for thistrajectory, but a bunch of 
individual performances.

Figure 9: Performances of a patient with WAD, grade II, and severe 
pain and disability. Two movement patterns in pink (performances 
in blue). On the left the patient’s shoulders are held still. On the 
right, the patient is allowed to support her head with the hands. 
Her performance in AA was recorded as following on the right: easy 
pattern = 5.77 mm (4.74); medium = 5.85 mm (4.75); difficult =7.73 
mm (6.84).

Discussion

Construct validity is about how well a test measures the concept it 
was designed to evaluate (e.g., cervical movement sense). It’s crucial 
to establishing the overall validity of a method [56]. The laser beam 
method [80] and the VR method [62] introduced to be used in a clini-
cal setting may not just use perceptual feedbackrelying on propriocep-
tion but vestibular afferention and pre-programmed movements.Well 
learned simple movements and commonly performed tasks have less 
need for sensory input to correct the path [50,66]. When establish-
ing construct validity, unidimensionality is of concern [56]. Unidimen-
sionality involves establishing that a set of outcome measures relates 
to one and only one construct [56]. When a measure of one variable 
improperly includes empirical indicators that are related to another 
variable, we are in a sense combining two variables A and B to form 
a new variable C [56]. Treatment of multidimensional measures as if 
they were unidimensional can lead to false conclusions [56]. Serious 
problems arise regarding the interpretation of association between C 
and other variables, in that it is impossible to determine whether the 
association is a function of the underlying variable A and/or B [56]. This 
obviously has the potential to create false associations between two 
variables and therefore taint the findings of a study [56].

In the VR method, it can be argued that: 1). the target moves too 
fast; 2). the velocity is not variable, not challenging directional accu-
racy; 3). movements along straight lines are predictable. Therefore, the 
VR accuracy assessment doesn’t challenge neck proprioception but re-
lays more on vestibular afferention [46,72]. However, the VR system 
is highly relevant in assessment and treatment of quick responses to 
external stimuli [62] and should be implemented after proper proprio-
ceptive training. Dynamic variables in VR, such as velocity, smooth-
ness, symmetry and accuracy reflect functional cervical motions [63]. 
In the laser beam method,it can be argued that tracing predictable ZZ 
and F8 patterns does not challenge neck proprioception in ways as the 
Butterfly Method does. The F8 and ZZ patterns do not follow the laws 
and principles about motor control theories. Firstly, the patterns are 
not rythmatic and have no beat. Secondly, because of the plasticity in 
the CNS, a simple and predictable pattern is learned quickly and the 
tracking task can be performed without relying on the proprioceptive 
information [28]. Thirdly, the velocity is not variable, not allowing de-
celeration-acceleration to occur in a controlled manner to measure di-
rectional accuracy. Fourthly, smoothness of movement is not account-
ed for, which is an important measure, especially in more severe cases. 
The authors admit that the video processing used with the custom-
made software was rather time-consuming and needs skills in Matlab. 
[61] In a busy clinical setting, it is essential to generate the report, right 
at the fingertips, as in the Butterfly Test. 

The F8 and ZZ patterns are not suited for treatment due to the 
aforementioned flaws and learning effects [28,45,50,68,72]. It is im-

portant when learning new skills that the task difficulty is adjustable 
to the individual's skill level, to ensure that the task is neither too diffi-
cult nor too easy. Motor learning is a complex process, and some of its 
complexities have been conceptualized in the challenge point frame-
work theory [27]. The optimal challenge point represents the degree of 
task difficulty needed for an individual of specific skill level to optimize 
learning. By adjusting the task difficulty to the change in ability, the 
optimal challenge point is maintained [27]. The Butterfly Exercise Pro-
gramfulfils these requirements, as the difficulty level can be adjusted 
(within and between classes) according to each patient’s capability. 
Evidence has shown that proprioceptive training is associated with 
reorganization within the sensorimotor cortex [2]. Previous studies in-
dicate that sensorimotor exercises may reverse the pain induced corti-
cal changes to a normal level based on the plasticity property of the 
nervous system [9,15,48]. The Butterfly Exercise Program is available 
over the Internet and can be used by patients at home or at the office, 
ensuring enough dosage to achieve neural changes.

Meisingset et al., tried to replicate the Butterfly Test by drawing 
the patterns on a paper, not taken into account the principles of mo-
tor control behind the generation of the patterns [44]. In addition, 
quite different set-up was used: standing 2.5 m from the patterns; two 
different pattern sizes; one repetition for healthy, two repetions for 
symptomatic; The same time duration (30 sec) to complete both the 
medium and difficult tasks; Researchers should use our original meth-
odology when assessing and treating deficient movement control of 
the cervical spine.  

It seems apparent that there is a need for specificity when prescrib-
ing therapeutic exercises in the management of sensorimotor distur-
bances in people with neck pain.In chronic cases, signs and symptoms 
of injury may abate, but the functional deficits persist and adaptive 
patterns develop secondary to the remaining functional deficits. This 
may be one important reason for recurrent neck pain, which is a major 
feature characterizing people with WAD [11].
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